ACROSS
1. With 5-Across, two-time Olympics site
5. See 1-Across
7. Rain or range predecessor
8. Ring out
9. Tweedle follower
10. Ancient unit of dry measure
12. Orange locale
15. Piggy, to a toddler
16. Where you might order a 41-Down
18. One may be tough to crack
22. Famous Titanic casualty
23. Animals' homes
25. Site of Benedict Arnold's betrayal
27. Type of skin cancer
29. Bring home
30. Apocalyptic name in the Bible
31. Make-___ Foundation
33. Indian royal
37. Theme of this puzzle
40. ___ dicta (legal statements made in passing)
42. Start of a "Star Wars" name
43. Track events
44. "Don Giovanni" or "Beetlejuice" role
45. Favorite
46. Actress/activist Milano
47. Comedian Carell
48. Accessible entrance
50. Center of the world, to some
51. Island that really sticks out

DOWN
1. John in England
2. It's low on the pH scale
3. Old plural of "cow"
4. Advantage
5. Czech capital
6. Light purple shade
7. Gets down
8. Psychoactive plant
11. Waterway with an eponymous school of art
12. Unwelcome passengers
13. Project that asks whether we're alone: Abbr.
14. North Carolina university
17. Old 50-Across subway inits.
18. Falls for lovers
19. Coffee container
20. Chicken general
22. Tax returns mo.
23. Runs away
24. Frequently
26. Chevy SUVs
27. Perhaps
28. Maternal figures
30. Alphabetic sequence
32. Herself: Lat.
34. Anxiety medication
35. Hoopster Lin who used to play in 50-Across
36. Constellation next to Scorpius
38. Business card abbr.
39. English cathedral town
41. Non-kosher sandwich
49. Albuquerque Isotopes' org.